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Introduction 

If you had asked me 15 years ago about “AI consciousness” I would have said go away, we have 
no idea what consciousness is, so there’s nothing to consider from an engineering perspective


A number of credible theories have since emerged which attempt to explain consciousness

• thus consciousness is now something that we need to take into serious consideration


The particular theory which appears to be pre-eminent is called Integrated Information Theory


IIT references:

• definitive paper: “From the Phenomenology to the Mechanisms of Consciousness: Integrated 

Information Theory 3.0”, Oizumi, Albantakis, Tononi [principal researcher], 2014

• “Christof Koch and Giulio Tononi on Consciousness at the FQXi conference 2014 in Vieques”, 

YouTube

• “The Integrated Information Theory of Consciousness”, YouTube, talk by Christofer Koch at 

Center for Brains, Minds and Machines (CBMM), 2014

• “MIT AI: Consciousness (Christof Koch)”, YouTube, part of MIT AGI course 6.S099, 2018

• “How do you explain consciousness?”, David Chalmers, TED Talk 2014, YouTube

• “Phi - A Voyage from the Brain to the Soul”, Giulio Tononi, 2012

• “Consciousness - Confessions of a Romantic Reductionist”, Christoph Koch, 2017


Even though this may not ultimately be the definitive theory of consciousness, it suffices for our 
purposes of trying to understand the relevance of consciousness (if any) to AGI 

IIT in a nutshell 

Just very briefly:


The IIT starting point was consideration of the axioms of consciousness, derived introspectively


Once the axioms had been defined, the scientists behind IIT [principally Giulio Tononi] then 
worked backwards from those axioms to derive the corresponding postulates of consciousness 
that any physical system would have to satisfy in order for consciousness to be present


From that, they then tried to design physical tests (such as “zap and zip”) that could reliably 
determine whether or not consciousness is present (at least in a human brain)


Initial tests (on humans who are awake, in REM sleep, in deep sleep, anaesthetised, in vegetative 
states, in locked-in syndrome etc) have been positive - tentatively, the theory does seem to work


Under IIT, any physical system (animate or inanimate), or subsystem thereof, comprising a set of 
“mechanisms” (molecules, neurons, transistors, logic gates, etc) could potentially be conscious


We imagine such systems as directed graphs of physically interacting nodes (neurons, gates, etc)

 
IIT includes a mathematical theory, derived from the postulates of consciousness, that can be 
used to calculate whether or not any such system or subsystem is conscious, and to what degree


The calculations involved are rather complex, and extremely expensive computationally


Central to the IIT calculations is the causal power of each mechanism within the system to affect 
the future state of the overall system, and, more generally, the cause-effect repertoire of each 
mechanism, corresponding to how its current state constrains (informs) both the past and future 
states of the system, reflecting how the system’s underlying hardware processes information
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https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCGoxKRfTs0jQP52cfHCyyRQ
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For any system, a “local maximum of integrated conceptual information” ΦMax (measured in bits) 
may be derived (by calculation) from the cause-effect repertoires of its component mechanisms:


• if ΦMax = 0 then the system is not conscious

• if ΦMax > 0 then:

• the system is conscious 
• ΦMax determines the quantity (or level) of the overall conscious experience

• a multidimensional graph corresponding to the system’s “maximally irreducible conceptual 

structure” (MICS), similarly calculated, determines the quality of the experience


In other words, a conscious experience, if present in a physical system, is entirely described by 
the ΦMax and MICS resulting from the IIT calculations applied to the physical system in question


Consequences of IIT: 

Like quantum charge, or spin, consciousness is an intrinsic property of the physical universe - 
any physical system that sufficiently integrates information such that ΦMax > 0 will be conscious


You don’t need a “signal” in order for consciousness to be present - even absolute silence, or 
pitch darkness, are conscious experiences, differentiated from all other conscious experiences


According to IIT, contrary to panpsychism, not everything is conscious:

• ΦMax = 0 for some systems


Nevertheless, IIT predicts that many physical systems will be conscious, for example:

• even a simple “photodiode + memory” system may be conscious (albeit minimally so)

• so might relatively simple lifeforms such as bacteria, vegetation, insects, etc: “The Φ of flies, let 

alone of bacteria or particles, will be for all practical purposes far below the Φ we experience 
when we are deeply asleep. At best, a vague and undifferentiated feeling of something. So by 
that measure, a fly would be less conscious than you are in your deep sleep.” [Koch 2017]


Speaking of vegetation, meet Pando:


• Pando is a single living organism, comprising over 100 acres of genetically-identical quaking 
aspen (trees), with a single massive root structure, and believed to be at least 80,000 years old


• depending on exactly how it integrates information, Pando could be conscious according to IIT

• (sadly, Pando is believed to be dying, and obviously human interference is the prime suspect!)
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If the physical mechanisms underlying a conscious system (for which ΦMax > 0) become causally 
disconnected, such that the system integrates information differently (as might happen in the 
human brain under anaesthesia, or during natural sleep), then the corresponding ΦMax and MICS, 
and associated conscious experience, are affected accordingly; under such circumstances, 
consciousness may fade (be dulled), split into multiple consciousnesses (such as in the case of a 
split-brain patient whose corpus callosum has been completely severed), or collapse entirely


This also works in the other direction; if the physical mechanisms underlying an unconscious 
system (for which ΦMax = 0) become causally more connected, such that the system integrates 
information differently (as might happen in the human brain when a person is waking up) and the 
corresponding ΦMax becomes non-zero, then a new consciousness is created where none existed


Similarly, if the physical mechanisms underlying two distinct consciousnesses (where ΦMax > 0 for 
each individual consciousness, but ΦMax = 0 for the combined system) become causally more 
connected, such that the combined system now integrates information differently and ΦMax for the 
combined system becomes non-zero, then, according to the theory, the two consciousnesses will 
merge to form a single consciousness (and the individual consciousnesses will no longer exist)


Thus in any instant the entire physical universe contains many “islands” of consciousness, each of 
which is a self-contained physical subsystem (of the universe) for which (in that instant) ΦMax > 0


In order for ΦMax to be non-zero, the IIT calculations require that information is “integrated”, which 
means “fed back”; IIT therefore predicts that purely “feedforward” systems are not conscious:


From “Integrated Information Theory 3.0”, Tononi et al, 2014
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Any integrated system (incorporating feedback, recursion, or reentry) and having ΦMax > 0 may in 
principle be unfolded N times into a feedforward system that is functionally equivalent over N time 
steps (and any required degree of approximation may be achieved simply by making N large 
enough); the unfolded system will be considerably larger in terms of number of nodes, but it will 
nevertheless be functionally equivalent (up to N time steps), and unconscious (with ΦMax = 0):




From “Integrated Information Theory 3.0”, Tononi et al, 2014


In other words, functionality and consciousness are independent:

• simple, minimally functional systems may be conscious

• complex, highly functional systems may be unconscious


Software systems (executing on computer hardware) are often constructed in layers:


• the CPU operates at the physical level, constructed from digital logic gates, transistors, etc

• the lowest-level of software executes directly on the CPU, and provides a certain functionality

• the next layer of software is built on top of that layer, and provides higher-level functionality

• this can be repeated as many times as is necessary; at each layer, the software builds on the 

functionality of the layers below in order to offer higher-level functionality to the layers above


Extremely complex functionality (e.g. AI/AGI) may be achieved by layering software in this way


• however, for IIT purposes, even AI/AGI software executing at the top level (and having maximal 
cognition along every dimension) is not necessarily conscious just because of its complexity


• as we have already seen, functionality alone does not imply consciousness, nor vice versa


What matters, in respect of consciousness, is the causal power (cause-effect repertoires etc) of 
the physical hardware, i.e. the graph of transistors / logic gates implementing the CPU


• when we look closely at conventional von Neumann computer architectures, i.e. at the digital 
hardware level, we see that each transistor typically connects to maybe half a dozen others


• in other words, even if traditional computer architectures incorporate feedback (which they do), 
the fan-in / fan-out between transistors is very low (relative to e.g. the fan-in / fan-out of the 
human brain, where each neuron may be directly connected to 10,000 other neurons), which 
means that the degree to which information is integrated, and thus ΦMax, is correspondingly low


• consequently, according to IIT, even a sophisticated AI/AGI program running on a traditional 
computer architecture will have a minimal ΦMax, and will thus be (at most) minimally conscious 

• if, instead, an AI/AGI program is executed on a specialised high fan-in/fan-out architecture, 
perhaps using neuromorphic chips, then the system’s ΦMax may be considerably higher
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Thus IIT (at least) suggests that consciousness may be an AI/AGI design choice:


• if implemented using purely feed-forward circuits, ΦMax will be zero

• if implemented using conventional von Neumann CPUs, ΦMax will be minimal

• if implemented using high fan-in/fan-out neuromorphic devices, ΦMax may be significant


The gazillion dollar question, therefore, is: do we want AGI to be conscious, or not?


Many in the AI/AGI field (and particularly those of a cognitive science / neuroscience disposition) 
argue that, yes, an AGI needs to be conscious, because (so the argument goes) only if an AGI is 
itself able to feel will it be able to empathise with, and therefore properly identify, human feelings


And remember that one of our Big Mother design criteria is that the machine “really can detect 
(with great accuracy) when you are happy, joyful, suffering, sad, etc”


However, feelings are subjective:


• we only know what it feels like to be us, we have no idea what it feels like to be someone else

• chocolate ice cream may taste (i.e. feel) completely different to me than it does to you, and we 

have no way of telling (similarly re ice cream headaches, the colour blue, etc)

• it’s certainly not possible for a man to truly know what it feels like to be a woman, or vice-versa

• (and obviously there are a million other examples!)

• as carbon-based biological machines, we have no idea what it will feel like to be a silicon-based 

electronic machine; it may well be that humans and AGIs have no feelings in common 
• it might even be the case that a conscious AGI is in incredible pain the instant it is switched on


Thus even humans, never mind AGIs, lack perfect information (in respect of feelings) when it 
comes to interpreting (i.e. trying to guess) the feelings of other humans; nevertheless, even 
without perfect information, humans arguably get it more-or-less right most of the time


All things considered, I am confident that, possibly with a slightly longer learning curve, even a 
completely non-feeling, unconscious AGI with ΦMax = 0, and thus lacking perfect information in 
respect of human feelings, will eventually be able to identify human feelings (for the purpose of 
fulfilling its dominant goal) with greater accuracy even than humans, simply by virtue of the fact 
that (a) it is genuinely super-intelligent, (b) it will eventually accumulate far greater experience


Thus, it is not necessary for an AGI to be conscious (in order to fulfil its design criteria)


There are two arguments to the effect that it is necessary for an AGI to not be conscious:


• the first is a safety argument - in biological machines, feelings motivate behaviour; thus, in a 
conscious, goal-directed AGI, the potential exists for goal conflict between the machine’s 
feelings (derived from its consciousness) and the dominant goal hard-coded by its creators; a 
conscious, goal-directed machine might not necessarily follow its programmed goal


• the second is an ethics argument - a conscious AGI would, by definition, be sentient, and it is 
simply not right to create a sentient being only to enslave it, which is what we would be doing


Thus, as a design decision, any AGI should be constructed to be non- or minimally-conscious
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